
Lose the #boredroom
CoRPORATE ESCAPES ON MORETON ISLAND



Why 
MORETON ISLAND?

Sick of boring conferences, endless meetings 
and company agendas? It’s time to escape the 
grind and use your conferencing time to have a 
positive influence on how your team functions 
in the workplace.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP

At Moreton Island Adventures we provide unique 
solutions for your company on  idyllic Moreton 
Island:

•	 Relaxed team conferences (shoes optional)
•	 Vehicle & product launches
•	 Unique team building getaways
•	 Company & club celebrations
•	 Reunions & special events

THE DESTINATION

Moreton Island is Brisbane’s unexplored paradise, 
hidden 40km across the bay. But forget those dull 
resort experiences (because if we’re honest you’ll 
all avoid each other in your respective hotel 
rooms right!?), we offer a unique Glamping and 
4WD experience, perfect for getting your team 
out of the rut and back on the tracks. The best 
thing is, it’s a convenient location for a unique 
venue without the cost of travelling far and wide, 
but with just enough distance to give your team 
a real sense of removal from the concrete jungle:

•	 Start your getaway with a relaxed cruise across 
Moreton Bay aboard the luxurious MICAT ferry

•	 Unique Glamping accommodation perfect for 
bringing your team closer together

•	 Conference around the campfire ... or on the 
beach

•	 Fun 4WDing with your team (in your 4WD’s, 
our tour operator’s vehicles or hire your own!)

•	 Great additional activities like 4WD training, 
night kayaking, sandboarding & snorkelling 
Brisbane’s only shipwrecks

•	 Amazing crystal clear water & pristine beaches
•	 Stunning sunsets over the water (think drinks 

& canapes while your team networks in a 
casual setting)



Glamping
camp in style

If you haven’t heard of Glamping, you’re really
missing out on the experience of a lifetime.

Glamping is the ultimate in unique experiences 
that seamlessly meshes the outdoor nature
experience with a little touch of luxury; namely a 
queen bed and a hot shower! 

Our Glamping tents are located on one of the 
most spectacular islands in Queensland’s south 
east and are less than 100 metres from beautiful 
Bulwer Beach and just a short 4WD away from 
the main attractions of Moreton Island. 

Unplug as much or as little as you’d like on your 
next corporate getaway. 

Catering 
packages

Don’t get caught with a ‘hangry’ team who can’t 
get along!

Moreton Island Adventures can provide catering 
packages depending on your preferences and 
the itinerary for your stay.  Email us for a sample 
menu. We’re happy to discuss any ideas you may 
have and are able to cater to any specific dietary 
requirements.

For your convenience, the Glamping tents are 
also in close proximity to Castaways for relaxed 
dining and home baked treats. 



Experiences
on the island

“Shake up the team with some
awesome island activities”

Your team are stuck indoors at the desk most of the week, so why not put a bit of a pep in their 
step with some awesome island activities - you can be as wild or as tame as you like! If you have 
something else in mind that is not listed, let us know and we’ll get your adventure off the ground. 
If your team are unable to provide their own 4WD vehicles, we also have options for guided trips 
(on the next page).

NIGHT KAYAKING

Described by some guests as the ‘world’s best kayaking experience’, transparent night kayaking 
is Moreton Island’s premier new experience.

SHIPWRECK SNORKELLING 

Crystal clear blue waters, stunning coral formations and countless varieties of fish. This tour is 
fully guided with all gear included.

DESERT SANDBOARDING

The higher you go up, the faster you come down! This activity can be fully guided with safety 
instruction, or purchase sand boards and DIY. We guarantee this will take your team out of their 
comfort zone.



Guided Tour 
OPTIONS

4WD TRAINING PACKAGES

Moreton Island Adventures offers fully inclusive 
4WD training packages including full day training, 
accommodation and activities. Chat to us about 
options for this unique corporate experience.

TOUR OPTIONS

No 4WD? No worries! If your team doesn’t have 
access to 4WD vehicles we can offer fully guided 
tours in specially designed 4WD midi coaches to 
get them around the island. 

In collaboration with Australian Sunset Safaris, 
we can offer your group tailored tour options to 
make your trip one to remember!

Sunset Safaris provide quality island tours and 
activities and can tailor an itinerary to suit your 
group’s needs. Let us know what you’re after and 
we’ll make your adventure a reality!

“Let our Moreton Island 
experts design an 

itinerary that suits
you and your team and 
escape the grind today”



Can’t Wait
to book?

Contact us now and we’ll answer any questions you may have about our packages. We’ll also 
let you know if you qualify for a free island famil where you can experience Moreton Island for 

yourself before you book your team escape.

We’ve successfully run corporate getaways, vehicle launches, state conferences, 4WD training 
workshops, photography workshops, product training weekends, client days out and more!

Moreton Island Adventures
14 Howard Smith Drive
Port of Brisbane QLD 4178
P: 07 3909 3333
E: marketing@moretonislandadventures.com.au
W: www.moretonislandadventures.com.au
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